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1. Introducing COCIR
What does COCIR do?

COCIR is a non-profit trade association, founded in 1959, representing the medical technology industry in Europe.

COCIR covers 3 key industry sectors:
- Medical Imaging
- Electromedical
- Health ICT

Our Industry leads in state-of-art advanced technology and provides integrated solutions covering the complete care cycle.

With offices in Brussels and in China, COCIR promotes the use of advanced medical and ICT technology towards seamless care delivery and shared knowledge to build a better world with improved access to affordable, quality and safe healthcare.
COCIR Member Companies
COCIR National Trade Associations Members

- Belgium: AGORiA
- UK: AXrEM
- Germany: bvITG
- Spain: fenin
- Netherlands: FHI Medical Technology
- Finland: FiHTA
- Netherlands: Holland HealthTech
- France: SNITEM
- Germany: SPECTARIS
- Sweden: Medtech
- Turkey: TIP GÖR DER
- Germany: ZVEI
COCIR at international level
DITTA organisational structure

**DITTA Chair:**
Nicole Denjoy, COCIR Secretary General

**DITTA Vice-Chairs:**
Satoshi Kimura, JIRA Managing Director
Gail Rodriguez, MITA Executive Director

**Meet 2 times per year**

**Board of Directors**

**Members:**
- Founding Organisations
- Heads of each organisation
- Chairs of their International Groups

**Steering Committee**

**Chair:** DITTA Chair

**Members:**
- Heads of each organisation
- Chairs of their International Groups

**Task Forces**

**One Chair, One Vice-Chair per Task Force**

**Members:**
- Mixture of trade associations and company experts
- Coordination: MITA or COCIR

**TCONs: one per month**

**TCONs: as needed**
DITTA: 8 Operational Groups

DITTA Task Forces

- RPS
- UDI
- MSW
- MDSAP

- ENVI
- GRP

- IFI
- Standards

UNEP
BASEL CONVENTION
IMDRF
2. COCIR Publications
COCIR Publications

• Launch This Week: COCIR Executive Summary on Obsolescence of Imaging Equipment

• To come soon: COCIR Guide on Structural Funds for Health for beneficiaries
Key Themes Today

1. The Need for internationalisation in standardisation for compliance to the Basic Safety Standards
2. Industry Initiative on CT Dose Optimisation
3. Golden Rules on refurbished equipment – Challenges and opportunities